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Adventure Annie Goes to Work 


 


by Toni Buzzeo 


 


Read the book aloud to children first, so that they can enjoy the illustrations and 


become familiar with the story.  Then, hand out a set of photocopied scripts to six 


students. Ask the remaining children to be the audience. If you have plenty of time 


set aside, allow students to practice their parts individually or as a group until they 


are reading fluently.  If time is limited, have performers face the audience and 


simply read their parts on the first run-through. Once all readers are comfortable 


with their parts, have a second reading with the opportunity to use props while 


reading.   
 


 


 


Roles 
 


• Annie Grace 


 


• Mommy 


 


• Narrator One 


 


• Narrator Two 


 


• Narrator Three 


 


• Narrator Four 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Adapted from the book Adventure Annie Goes to Work by 


Toni Buzzeo, illustrated by Amy Wummer. Dial Books for 


Young Readers, 2009. 
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Adventure Annie Goes to Work Script 
 


Narrator One: Mommy calls from the door. 


Mommy:  (call) Wake up, Adventure Annie. 


Annie Grace: I rise. Morning shines. 


Narrator Two: It’s Adventure Annie Saturday. 


Annie Grace: I grab my adventure cape and squizzle into my sparkle tights. 


Narrator Three: The telephone rings. 


Narrator Four: Annie Grace zips to the kitchen. 


Annie Grace: Will I have a mountain top adventure? 


Mommy:  Not today. 


Narrator One: Mommy squeezes the phone to her ear. 


Mommy:  (on the phone) No, no, I finished it yesterday before I left. 


Annie Grace: Will I have a deep, dark jungle adventure? 


Mommy:  Maybe tomorrow. 


Narrator Two: Mommy touches her finger to her lips. 


Mommy:  (on the phone) No, I haven’t seen it since. 


Annie Grace: What adventure? What adventure? 


Mommy:  (whisper) You'll see. 


Narrator Three: Annie tap tap taps her toes. 


Mommy:  (on the phone) Okay, I’ll let you know if I have any luck. 


Annie Grace: Let’s go. 


Narrator Four: Mommy leans her head on the fridge. 


Mommy:  I’m sorry, Annie Grace.  We can’t play today. The big report 


is missing and I have to go to work. 


Annie Grace: But it’s Adventure Annie Saturday! 


Mommy:  I know. Hey, how about a Big Report Treasure Hunt? 


Narrator One: Annie gives her the Adventure Annie thumbs-up. 
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Annie Grace: (sing) Adventure Annie to the rescue. 


Narrator Two: They hop to it. 


Narrator Three: Annie whirls through spinning office doors, dragging  


Mommy by the hand. 


Narrator Four: The elevator ding-dings and swallows them inside. 


Mommy:  Annie pokes every button twice. 


Annie Grace: We zoom and stop, zoom and stop, zoom and stop, stop, stop. 


Narrator One: At the coat rack Mommy reaches for Annie’s cape. 


Annie Grace: No, no! Adventure Annie needs her cape for hunting treasure. 


Mommy:  I have a better idea.  


Narrator Two: Mommy rolls a chair up close to her desk and hands Annie  


paper and pencils and tape. 


Mommy:  You work while I go hunting down the hall. 


Narrator Three: But office work isn’t Adventure Annie work. 


Annie Grace: Treasure hunting is! 


Narrator Four: She sneaks out the door and tip toe in the other direction. 


Narrator One: On TV when something is lost, adventurers check their maps. 


Annie Grace: I will need a map for checking too. 


Narrator Two: Annie jiggles doorknobs down the hall. 


Annie Grace: One—two—three! 


Narrator Three: Finally, a door swings open wide. 


Annie Grace: Map supplies! 


Narrator Four: Annie climbs up high and duck down low. 


Annie Grace: I fill my pockets full. 


Narrator One: She ziggles up and down the halls. 


Narrator Two: She zaggles round corners and under chairs. 


Annie Grace: I sneak, I peek, I explore. 


Narrator Three: When she know her directions from here to there, from there 


to here, she draws the map that’s in her mind.   
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Annie Grace: Then I poke my nose into Mommy’s office. 


Narrator Four: Mommy is back behind her desk. 


Annie Grace: What color is the report, Mommy? 


Mommy:  It’s in a gold folder, and what are you doing in the hall? 


Annie Grace: Oopsie. 


Narrator One: When Mommy’s bottom is in the air, Annie slips back out the  


door. 


Narrator Two: Annie follows the arrow on her map that points to a climbing 


mountain. 


Annie Grace: I dig my feet in tight and snatch up handfuls of gold. 


Narrator Three: Annie’s treasure teeters and totters as she carries it down the  


hall. 


Narrator Four: She trips through Mommy’s office door. 


Annie Grace: Is it one of these? 


Mommy:  Goodness no! 


Narrator One: Mommy points Annie to her seat. 


Annie Grace: (whisper) When is the last time you saw it? 


Mommy:  I sent it to that jungle of a copy room yesterday afternoon.  


But I didn’t see it there just now. 


Narrator Two: Mommy pokes her head into the cabinet, and Annie ducks out  


one more time. 


Annie Grace: I know my map can help. 


Narrator Three: She follows the squiggle this time and creeps toward the  


deepest jungle. 


Narrator Four: Branches reach down and she jumps to catch hold. 


Annie Grace: Uh-oh. 


Narrator One: She crawls through the dirt and the dark and the deep 


searching for the lost treasure. 


Narrator Two: Then daylight shines in. 
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Mommy:  (cry) Oh NO! 


Annie Grace: Oh YES! 


Narrator Three: Annie hops up. 


Narrator Four: She pulls the treasure from inside her cape. 


Mommy:  (shout) That’s it! 


Annie Grace: Mommy gives me the Adventure Annie thumbs-up and  


we sing together. 


Mommy and  


Annie Grace: (sing) Adventure Annie to the rescue! 








HI KIDS!
It’s me, Adventure Annie! If you have read ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES 
TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo, then you know I got bad news on my Adventure 
Annie Saturday. My mommy’s big report was missing and we had to go to her 
office—ON A SATURDAY!—instead of having our planned adventure.


A Big Report Treasure Hunt? Not my idea of fun. But sometimes, you have to 
help your mom out. So I did. Adventure Annie to the Rescue!


If you’ve ever have to go with your Mom to her work—I’ve got some ideas to 
turn it into an adventure.


Have fun!
Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)


Kid’s Activity Guide for 
ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK 


A Picture Book by Toni Buzzeo


“ This is an office adventure that children will want  
to experience and a heroine they’ll love meeting.”  
—©2009 School Library Journal


“ A strong mother-and-daughter story with an 
exuberant lead, this uplifting selection is full of 
everyday fun as well as being a nice depiction of the 
usefulness of organizational and map-making skills. 
A winning choice for both classroom and home.”  
—©2009 Kirkus


For ages 3-6 
Illustrated by Amy Wummer
Dial Books for Young Readers 
ISBN: 9780803732339
Picture Book Hardcover: $16.99


This activity is for the book, ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo (Dial Books) • Contents © 2009 by Toni Buzzeo, Illustrations © 2009 Amy Wummer
This flyer may be freely reprinted for home and classroom use. • For information about Toni’s books, visit www.tonibuzzeo.com







CHOOSING YOUR SUPERHERO NAME


The “A” on the front of my costume stands for both “Adventure” and “Annie.” 


You can create your own superhero name by choosing a word that begins with 


the same letter as your name, a word that rhymes with your name, or just a 


word that sounds great with your name. Put that word together with your name 


and presto, you have a superhero name. For example, if your name is Sam or 


Samantha, you could be Super Sam, Wham Bam Sam, or Sam Supreme.


Add that name to your costume by sewing, coloring with a marker on an old 


t-shirt, or cutting the name out of paper and pinning it on.


Super heroes to the rescue!


Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)


This activity is for the book, ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo (Dial Books) • Contents © 2009 by Toni Buzzeo, Illustrations © 2009 Amy Wummer
This flyer may be freely reprinted for home and classroom use. • For information about Toni’s books, visit www.tonibuzzeo.com


DRESS LIKE A SUPERHEROWant to have a superhero costume like my Adventure Annie costume? If your mom or dad likes to sew, you could ask for your own cape like mine. But don’t worry if they can’t make you one.  A bath towel works too. Have someone help you pin a star (or something you think of all by yourself) to the back. Belts, tights, boots, headbands, and funny hats can also help build your superhero costume. Mix things up and see what you like best.  


You’ll look great!
Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)







MAZE
Here I am at Mommy’s work. The big report is  


missing here somewhere. Can you help me to find it? 


Good luck!


Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)


This activity is for the book, ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo (Dial Books) • Contents © 2009 by Toni Buzzeo, Illustrations © 2009 Amy Wummer
This flyer may be freely reprinted for home and classroom use. • For information about Toni’s books, visit www.tonibuzzeo.com







This activity is for the book, ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo (Dial Books) • Contents © 2009 by Toni Buzzeo, Illustrations © 2009 Amy Wummer
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THE MAP THAT’S IN MY MIND


When the big report was missing, I decided the best place to 


start the search was to draw a big map of the whole office.  


Can you draw a map of your mom’s office as if you were on 


the ceiling looking down? Draw all the important things like 


doors, windows, chairs, and other landmarks. If you run out  


of paper, just tape a new piece of paper on like I did!


Happy mapping!


Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)







This activity is for the book, ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo (Dial Books) • Contents © 2009 by Toni Buzzeo, Illustrations © 2009 Amy Wummer
This flyer may be freely reprinted for home and classroom use. • For information about Toni’s books, visit www.tonibuzzeo.com


TREASURE HUNT


Maybe you and your mom could create a 


treasure hunt at her office like my  


Big Report Treasure Hunt. 


Figure out with your mom what you 


are looking for and then have her create 


secret clues that lead you on a dash 


around the office looking for the treasure.


Of course, you’ll want to be careful not to 


disturb anything in the office while you 


are looking for the treasure. I wasn’t very 


good at following that rule last time, but I 


will be next time, I think.


Hope you find the treasure!


Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)


ASK YOUR MOM TO MAKE A STACK  
OF CLUES LIKE THIS:


CLUE 1
Behind the door right in this room
Clue 2 is taped; you’ll find it soon.


CLUE 2
Check underneath each chair you see.


You’ll quickly find Clue number 3.







This activity is for the book, ADVENTURE ANNIE GOES TO WORK by Toni Buzzeo (Dial Books) • Contents © 2009 by Toni Buzzeo, Illustrations © 2009 Amy Wummer
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ALPHABET SEARCH


An alphabet search is another kind of treasure hunt. Ask your mom to make 


you a set of 26 alphabet cards—one for each letter of the alphabet. She can use 


big index cards (my mom says she uses 5" x 8" cards). To start the search, look 


for as many things as you can find that start with each letter of the alphabet and 


write them down on the cards. Here’s one hint: Stapler starts with S. Here’s 


another hint: Paper Clip starts with P (or you can put it on the C card too).


Good luck finding Q and Z!


Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)
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OTHER BOOKS ABOUT  
WORKING MOMS


BY THE DAWN’S EARLY LIGHT by Karen Ackerman
A CHAIR FOR MY MOTHER by Vera B. Williams


DON’T FORGET I LOVE YOU by Miriam Moss
COMING ON HOME SOON by Jacqueline Woodson
MAMA ALWAYS COMES HOME by Karma Wilson


MAMA, I’LL GIVE YOU THE WORLD by Roni Schotter
MAMA’S COMING HOME by Kate Banks


MOMMY’S BRIEFCASE by Alice Low
MY MOM IS A FIREFIGHTER by Lois G. Grambling


MY MUM GOES TO WORK by Kes Gray
MY WORKING MOM by Peter Glassman


OH MY BABY, LITTLE ONE by Kathi Appelt
POOR MONTY by Anne Fine


RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT, MAMA AND ME by Cari Best
WHEN MAMA COMES HOME TONIGHT by Eileen Spinelli


OTHER BOOKS ABOUT WORKING MOMS


Sometimes when my mom or dad reads me a book, I like to find other books 


about the same topic. One big topic of Adventure Annie Goes to Work is 


working moms. Below are some of my favorite books about working moms.


My mom says your mom might also want to check out The Rutgers University 


Project on Economics and Children where there are great ideas for using 


children’s literature to introduce economics to kids like us!  


http://econkids.rutgers.edu


Cuddle up and read!


Annie Grace (aka Adventure Annie)








Adventure Annie Goes to Work 
Curriculum Connections  


by Toni Buzzeo, MA, MLIS 


Ten Thematic Strands in Social Studies 


Adventure Annie Goes to Work has curriculum 
connections in the Social Studies content area.  It may 
be used to address three of the Ten Thematic Strands in 
Social Studies that underlie the NCSS (National Council 
for the Social Studies) Standards as published in 
Expectations of Excellence: Curriculum Standards for 
Social Studies:  


Strand III. People, Places, and Environments 


Strand IV. Individual Development and Identity 


Strand V.  Institutions, Groups and Individuals  


Standards for the English Language Arts 


Adventure Annie Goes to Work also offers curriculum connections in the Language Arts.  It may be 
used to address five of the 12 standards as published in Standards for the English Language Arts 
by the NCTE (National Council of Teachers of English) and the IRA (International Reading 
Association):  


Standard 3 (strategies for comprehension, interpretation, evaluation, and appreciation of texts) 


Standard 4 (strategies for effective spoken, written, and visual communication) 


Standard 6 (applied knowledge of language, media, and genre) 


Standard 7 (research process)  


Standard 11 (knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical participation)  


In addition, many of the activities address Information Literacy standards as outlined by the 
American Association of School Librarians in AASL Standards for the 21st Century Learner. 


From the book Adventure Annie 
Goes to Work by Toni Buzzeo, 


illustrated by Amy Wummer, Dial 
Books for Young Readers, 2009. 







 CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES  


 Book Pairing: Mapping   


 


Before reading Adventure Annie Goes to Work to your students, share these two books with your 
students as an introduction to mapping for young children.  Then lead a discussion of the importance 
of mapping: 
 
Sweeney, Joan.  Me on the Map.  With illustrations by Annette Cable. New York: Knopf, 1996. 
ISBN: 0517700956 


This book is a playful introduction to maps and geography in which the narrator shares 
“maps” she has drawn of her room, her house, her street, and all the way to her country on a 
map of the world. 


 
Leedy, Loreen.  Mapping Penny’s World.  New York: Henry Holt, 2000. ISBN: 0805061789 


When Lisa's class studies map-making, she begins with a map of her bedroom but soon 
moves on to map her dog Penny’s world.  She includes all of the elements necessary for 
map reading such as scale and a key to her symbols. 


 
You may also want to brainstorm as many uses of a map as possible. 


 Mapping Annie’s Adventures 


 
After reading Adventure Annie Goes to Work to your students, ask them to consider the geography 
of the story.  Where does most of the story take place?  As you look back through the book, ask 
them to list each of the places where the action of the story unfolds, particularly the places in 
Mommy’s office. 
 
Invite students to create individual maps of the office by drawing the various locations you have 
listed above on a self-created map.  When their maps are complete, students may be able to recite 
the story by retracing Annie’s progress on the maps they have drawn.  This is a particularly good 
exercise for visual learners.  In addition, research has shown that non-linguistic representation 
enhances achievement for all learners. 
 







 Adventurers Check Their Maps 


 


When the Big Report is missing at Mommy’s office, Adventure Annie knows that she will need to 
check a map in order to find it. But she doesn’t HAVE a map, so she creates one.   
 
Invite your students to study Annie’s map and list the supplies she needed to make that map.  Then, 
plan a map of your school, or if you are feeling very adventurous, a map of the school’s 
neighborhood.  In order to do so, begin by brainstorming the many places that might be located on 
the map.  Then, discuss the importance of each one using a set of criteria that you establish as a 
group.  Once you have narrowed the list, cover the wall (or floor) with chart paper and invite 
students, in pairs, to work on a section of the map. 
 
In order to work most effectively, you may want to instruct students to design pictures of the 
locations (the library, the cafeteria, etc.) and cut them out at their seats then mount them on the 
larger map with tape. 


 Mommy and Daddy Go to Work 


 
Adventure Annie Goes to Work offers a perfect launch into a careers unit for primary grade 
students.  After reading the book, ask students to speculate about what Mommy’s job might be.  
For each response, ask student to support their claims by providing “evidence” that this could be 
her job. 
 
After you have a long list of office jobs that Annie’s mother may have, open the floor up to 
students to add to the list jobs their parents or immediate family members have and where those 
jobs take place, listing them on a T-chart. 
 


                JOB                                        LOCATION 


__________________________________________________________   
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
|                  







 Career Exploration: Speakers 
 


Invite parents and immediate family members in to your class to discuss their jobs.  Before 
speakers arrive, develop a set of questions that you will ask each speaker.  Record those responses 
and then allow students to ask other questions specific to each speaker’s job. [Note: For those 
students whose family members cannot come to the classroom, consider an interview using Skype or 
other Voice over IP (VoIP) software.] 
 
When your speakers have completed their visits, create a class career book, asking students to 
illustrate one of the speakers at his or her job.  Type up the interview question and answer of each 
student’s choice and attach it to the illustration. Or, if you are practicing hand writing skills, allow 
each student to copy the question and answer onto their paper. 


 Career Exploration: Research 
 


Invite each student to choose one career they have heard about from the speakers or, in some 
cases, a career that the student has a particular passion for, and conduct a beginning research 
project in the library media center. 
 
Working in concert with your school library media specialist, design a research project that allows 
each student to find the answers to his or her questions about his or her chosen career.  In working 
with Kindergarten and first grade students, sometimes the most effective model is individual or 
paired research times, so that students have the librarian’s undivided attention to find answers to 
their questions.  
 
If you are not accustomed to doing research projects with your very young students, you may want 
to read the following article and discuss it with your library media specialist, who will have further 
ideas: 
 
Fisher, Penny, Ellen Heath, and Megan Price. “Kindergarten Research.” Knowledge Quest, 33:2  


(November/December 2004): 36-39. 


 Book Pairing: Careers 
 


After reading Adventure Annie Goes to Work to your students, share titles from these nonfiction 
book series with your students to further their knowledge about adults and the work place. 
 


Miller, Heather. This is What I Want to Be series. Heinemann, 2003. 
Rau, Dana Meachan. Benchmark Rebus: Jobs in Town series. Marshall Cavendish, 2008. 





